COPYRIGHTS

Amawebs.com states its commitment with the protection of and respect for
Intellectual Property, Copyright and Royalties; in accordance with the
treaties, agreements, conventions, international decisions, and all rules that
regulate, prevent and sanction their infringement or violation.
Amawebs.com invites and demands all participants in their web site and the
global community in general, to proceed in such a way that does not cause
damage to Intellectual Property or third parties Copyrights or Royalties.
Obligatory compliance rules and guidelines are established within the
Company to prevent possible infringements; prior to the following
consideration:
Amawebs.com neither examines nor revises the contents, images, pictures,
texts, music, or videos, among others; of the advertisements (Ads) prior to
their publication, editing or transmission by the advertisers. That is the
reason why the Web Portal has a special box to report ads which infringe
Intellectual Property or third parties Copyrights. Once noticed, according to
the parameters described below; the possible contravening contents will be
removed, either preventively or permanently.
If you consider your work has been copied in such a way that constitutes an
infringement of your Intellectual Property rights, Copyright or Royalties, you
shall proceed according to the following guidelines:
a) Report the advertisement (Ad) in the corresponding box.
b) Send the Amawebs.com Copyright Agent an email (to
legal@amarillasinternet.com) with the following information:

-

Electronic or written signature of the person who is authorized to act
on behalf of the copyrights’ owner.
Description of the material protected by copyright that you were
infringed.
Description of the place in the web site where the material, you claim
was infringed, is/ was located.
Full address (country and city/ town), telephone number, and contact
email address.
A statement providing information which states that the material used
is not authorized by the holder, his/her agent or justice.
A statement providing evidence that the information in your report is
correct and that you are the copyrights’ holder or you are authorized to
act on behalf of the copyrights’ holder, with appropriate evidence that
corroborates such authorization.

Amawebs.com, within the principle and due process and contradiction; shall
warn the advertiser who possibly committed infringement of copyrights, to
exhibit and demonstrate to have the rights. Once it is proven who the lawful
holder of the copyrights is, the Company shall proceed to either permanently
remove the respective advertisement (Ad) or reestablish such advertisement.
The parties have the freedom to resort to legal authorities to resolve their
differences by law, with no intervention or liability of Amawebs.com. Either
the particular advertiser who committed the infringement or the offender who
made a false report shall be the only ones held liable; either personally or as
a corporation.

